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The Scottish Solar System
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Aristotle (384 Aristotle (384 –– 322 BC):322 BC):

Universe divided into two parts:Universe divided into two parts:

Corrupt, changeable EarthCorrupt, changeable Earth

Perfect, immutable heavensPerfect, immutable heavens

Early Greek AstronomyEarly Greek Astronomy
The Greeks inherited ideas from Babylonia and Egypt, but 
approached astronomy in a scientific way



Aristotle (384 Aristotle (384 –– 322 BC):322 BC):

Universe  Universe  Geocentric Geocentric –– Earth Earth 
immobile at the centreimmobile at the centre

56 crystalline spheres: lowest 56 crystalline spheres: lowest 
sphere, the Moon, boundary sphere, the Moon, boundary 
between imperfection and between imperfection and 
perfectionperfection

Early Greek AstronomyEarly Greek Astronomy
The Greeks inherited ideas from Babylonia and Egypt, but 
approached astronomy in a scientific way



Early Greek AstronomyEarly Greek Astronomy

Heliocentric model of Aristarchus (310 Heliocentric model of Aristarchus (310 –– 230 BC):230 BC):
from eclipse geometry, Sun much larger than the Earth from eclipse geometry, Sun much larger than the Earth 

Idea not widely accepted Idea not widely accepted –– no stellar parallax shiftno stellar parallax shift



Parallax Shift



Parallax Shift

Nearby stars do show an annual 
parallax shift, but it is tiny! 
First detected only in the mid 19th

Century



Even the nearest star shows 
a parallax shift of only 
1/2000th the width of the full 
Moon

Parallax Shift



Early Greek AstronomyEarly Greek Astronomy

With increasingly accurate observations, With increasingly accurate observations, 
AristotleAristotle’’s model was found to be inaccurates model was found to be inaccurate

Hipparchus placed Hipparchus placed 
the Earth offthe Earth off--centrecentre

His model still His model still 
couldncouldn’’t explain t explain 
Retrograde motion Retrograde motion 
of the planetsof the planets







The Ptolemaic UniverseThe Ptolemaic Universe

The Ptolemaic model could The Ptolemaic model could 
explain planetary motions explain planetary motions ––
including retrograde loopsincluding retrograde loops

Used a system Used a system 
of of EpicyclesEpicycles



The Ptolemaic UniverseThe Ptolemaic Universe





The Ptolemaic UniverseThe Ptolemaic Universe

One could adjust size and One could adjust size and 
speed of epicycles to speed of epicycles to 
match observations. (Also match observations. (Also 
placed Earth slightly off placed Earth slightly off 
centre).  He published his centre).  He published his 
model around 140 AD in model around 140 AD in 
The AlmagestThe Almagest

Not very elegant, but Not very elegant, but 
successful at predicting successful at predicting 
the positions of the Sun, the positions of the Sun, 
Moon and planetsMoon and planets





The Ptolemaic UniverseThe Ptolemaic Universe







John of Holywood (c. 1200)

Author of ‘The Sphere’, standard 
textbook on spherical trigonometry



Nicolaus
Copernicus 

1473 – 1543 AD

“In the true centre of everything 
resides the Sun”

De Revolutionibus Orbis (1543)

The Copernican RevolutionThe Copernican Revolution



The Copernican RevolutionThe Copernican Revolution

Simpler, more Simpler, more 
elegant elegant explanation explanation 
of retrograde of retrograde 
motionmotion

Earth Earth ‘‘overtakesovertakes’’
e.g. Marse.g. Mars



The Copernican RevolutionThe Copernican Revolution

Simpler explanation why Venus and Simpler explanation why Venus and 
Mercury appear close to the SunMercury appear close to the Sun





TychoTycho’’ss Star and Star and TychoTycho’’ss Universe Universe 
Reknowned Danish astronomer, 
excellent naked-eye observer

Tycho Brahe (1546-1601)
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Tycho Brahe (1546-1601)



Reknowned Danish astronomer, 
excellent naked-eye observer

Discovered a 
‘new star’
in 1572 
(a supernova)
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Tycho Brahe (1546-1601)



TychoTycho’’ss Star and Star and TychoTycho’’ss UniverseUniverse

Tycho Brahe (1546-1601)

Reknowned Danish astronomer, 
excellent naked-eye observer

Discovered a 
‘new star’
in 1572 
(a supernova)



TychoTycho’’ss Star and Star and TychoTycho’’ss Universe Universe 

Tycho Brahe (1546-1601)

Aristotelian View:
New star closer than the Moon –
part of the ‘imperfect’ sphere

BUT  no measured parallax shift

Reknowned Danish astronomer, 
excellent naked-eye observer

Discovered a 
‘new star’
in 1572 
(a supernova)
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*
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**

If Tycho’s star were so close, then it would appear to 
change position against the background of distant stars 
through the course of the night

TychoTycho’’ss StarStar
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*
*

*
*

**

If Tycho’s star were so close, then it would appear to 
change position against the background of distant stars 
through the course of the night

Tycho Brahe observed NO parallax shift

TychoTycho’’ss StarStar



TychoTycho’’ss Star and Star and TychoTycho’’ss Universe Universe 

Aristotelian view 
challenged

Tycho also realised 
flaws of Ptolemaic 
(geocentric) model –
proposed a ‘hybrid’
(Tychonic) model:

Sun and Moon orbit the 
Earth; other planets 
orbit the Sun



Galileo Galilei

Born 15th February 1564, in Pisa

1589 appointed to the Chair of 
Mathematics at Pisa

1592 moved to Padova, teaching 
geometry, mechanics and 
astronomy until 1610 



KeplerKepler’’ss Laws of Planetary MotionLaws of Planetary Motion
Johannes Johannes KeplerKepler (1571(1571--1630): German mathematician and 1630): German mathematician and 
astronomerastronomer

Strong advocate of Copernican 
Model



KeplerKepler’’ss Laws of Planetary MotionLaws of Planetary Motion
Johannes Johannes KeplerKepler (1571(1571--1630): German mathematician and 1630): German mathematician and 
astronomerastronomer

Strong advocate of Copernican 
Model

1596: published Mysterium
Cosmographicum – sizes of planet
orbits determined by 5 regular 
solids of geometry?

Attempt to recapture
Pythagoras’ “Harmony of the 
Spheres”



KeplerKepler’’ss Laws of Planetary MotionLaws of Planetary Motion
Johannes Johannes KeplerKepler (1571(1571--1630): German mathematician and 1630): German mathematician and 
astronomerastronomer

Strong advocate of Copernican 
Model

In 1601, replaced Tycho Brahe
as mathematician to Emperor
Rudolph II – inherited Tycho’s
planetary data, but couldn’t make
his model work

Kepler abandoned 2000-
year-old belief in circular, 
uniform orbits



KeplerKepler’’ss Laws of Planetary MotionLaws of Planetary Motion



KeplerKepler’’ss Laws of Planetary MotionLaws of Planetary Motion

1) Planets orbit the Sun in an 
ellipse with the Sun at one focus

2) During a planet’s orbit around 
the Sun, equal areas are swept 
out in equal times

3) The square of a planet’s orbital 
period is proportional to the 
cube of its mean distance from 
the Sun

Kepler’s Laws, published 1609, 1619



The Spectacle Vendor by Johannes The Spectacle Vendor by Johannes StradanusStradanus, 1582, 1582



Hans Hans LippersheyLippershey’’ss 1608 patent of a device for 1608 patent of a device for 
"seeing faraway things as though nearby.""seeing faraway things as though nearby."

PortaPorta’’ss sketch of a telescope, August 1609sketch of a telescope, August 1609



Galileo Galilei:
(1564 – 1642)

The Observations of GalileoThe Observations of Galileo



The “Starry Messenger”

Published in 1610

• Observations of the Moon

• Observations of the Milky 
Way

• Discovery of the Moons of 
Jupiter

• The nature of the planets
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Galileo Galilei:
(1564 – 1642)

The Observations of GalileoThe Observations of Galileo





The “Starry Messenger”

Published in 1610

• Observations of the Moon

• Observations of the Milky 
Way

• Discovery of the Moons of 
Jupiter

• The nature of the planets







“I have observed the nature and the material of the 
Milky Way. With the aid of the telescope this has been 
scrutinized so directly and with such ocular certainty 
that all the disputes which have vexed philosophers 
through so many ages have been resolved, and we are at 
last freed from wordy debates about it.

The galaxy is, in fact, nothing but a collection of 
innumerable stars grouped together in clusters. Upon 
whatever part of it the telescope is directed, a vast 
crowd of stars is immediately presented to view. Many 
of them are rather large and quite bright, while the 
number of smaller ones is quite beyond calculation.”

from The Starry Messenger (1610)





The “Starry Messenger”

Published in 1610

• Observations of the Moon

• Observations of the Milky 
Way

• Discovery of the Moons of 
Jupiter

• The nature of the planets



The moons of JupiterThe moons of Jupiter









The “Starry Messenger”

Published in 1610

• Observations of the Moon

• Observations of the Milky 
Way

• Discovery of the Moons of 
Jupiter

• The nature of the planets



Measuring stellar Measuring stellar brightnessesbrightnesses

Hipparchus (160-127 BC) introduced a system of  
Magnitudes – scale of six classes:

Brightest stars = 1st Magnitude

Faintest stars = 6th Magnitude

(same as golf handicaps!)

Since Hipparchus’ day,
magnitude system extended and refined









The Phases of Venus



Phases of the MoonPhases of the Moon

The Moon orbits the Earth once per month.

It doesn’t shine itself, but reflects light from the 
Sun. This is why the Moon shows PhasesPhases



Phases of the Moon:Phases of the Moon:

New Moon, through New Moon, through 
Waxing Crescent, to First Waxing Crescent, to First 
QuarterQuarter



Phases of the Moon:Phases of the Moon:

First Quarter, through First Quarter, through 
Waxing Gibbous, to Full Waxing Gibbous, to Full 
MoonMoon



Phases of the Moon:Phases of the Moon:

Full Moon, through Waning Full Moon, through Waning 
Gibbous, to Third QuarterGibbous, to Third Quarter



Phases of the Moon:Phases of the Moon:

Third Quarter, through Third Quarter, through 
Waning Crescent to New Waning Crescent to New 
MoonMoon



The Phases of Venus





Earth-centred Sun-centred

Sun

Sun

Galileo also observed the phases of Venus



The Observations of GalileoThe Observations of Galileo

Clear evidence 
that the Earth 
went round the 
Sun, and not the 
other way round







How do things move?How do things move?……..

Aristotle’s Theory:
1. Objects move only as 

long as we apply a 
force to them

2. Falling bodies fall at 
a constant rate

3. Heavy bodies fall 
faster than light ones

Galileo’s Experiment:
1. Objects keep moving 

after we stop applying a 
force (if no friction)

2. Falling bodies 
accelerate as they fall

3. Heavy bodies fall at the 
same rate as light ones

v
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Aristotle’s Theory:
1. Objects move only as 

long as we apply a 
force to them

2. Falling bodies fall at 
a constant rate

3. Heavy bodies fall 
faster than light ones

Galileo’s Experiment:
1. Objects keep moving 

after we stop applying a 
force (if no friction)

2. Falling bodies 
accelerate as they fall

3. Heavy bodies fall at the 
same rate as light ones

v
How do things move?How do things move?……..



Gravity Discovery Centre
http://www.gdc.asn.au



Apollo 15 astronaut David Scott




